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even in the holy place; such impenitent hardihood, that it
strove to befool and silence the voice of God among themthese were the sins of the time. And this :stern shepherd
from the south was the man chosen of God to denounce
them and foresbow His certain judgments upon them. No
fitter instrument could have been found; the disease needed
a desperate remedy, if any remedy now availed; these corrupt members must be hewed by the prophets, if any part
of the body was to be saved. And to the soft livers in the
northern capital the wild, tragic shepherd from the wilderness must have been as wonderful and disquieting as they
were odious to him. In the language of Amaziab, the
land was not able to bear all his words.
A. B. DAVIDSON.

A PROBLEM IN CRITICISM.
PAPIAS records that be took no pleasure in " those who
related the commandments of others, but in those who
reported the commandments given by the Lord to . the
faithful and derived from the truth itself" (ou ,-oi~ ,-a~
a:)I;'A,o,.p{a~ EVTOAlt~

twp/ou

TV 1r£rne£

J.tV'fJJLOVetJOU(r£V a"'A.A.a TO'i:~ Tlt~ 7rapa TOV
Kat a1r' auTij~ 7raparyevop,lvM Tfj~

OEOop,lva~

aA.nOeta~). In this Papias, despite the traditional smallness
of his intelligence, exhibited a soundness of judgm~nt,
which the theology of the future will do well to imitate,
for, although the loftiest science and the most advanced
thought must always acknowledge the real existence of
the unseen and spiritual by the side of the seen and
material, of that which is the object of faith by the side
of that which is the object of reason, still it is certain
that, where statements concerning the spiritual world are
made on evidence which can be investigated by reason, that
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evidence will be keenly scrutinised, and its exact value
must therefore be carefully considered by those who ground
their statements upon it. Now assuredly the only indisputably certain authority for the Christian religion must be
looked for in the records of the words and works of Christ
Himself. From this point of view therefore an inquiry into
the history and origin of the Gospels becomes of primary
interest, and, without entering on disputable questions, it
may at any rate be fairly assumed that an examination into
the origin of the Synoptic Gospels is the first problem with
which criticism has to deal.
The problem, it is well known, is immensely complex;
but its immense importance is equally clear. In England,
however, it has apparently never excited more than a
languid interest, and, where it has not been dismissed with
an easy sneer at the discordant views which have been
arrived at by foreign students, it has been considered
sufficient to explain the startling similarities and the startling divergences of the three Gospels by referring to an
" oral tradition," which at the time of their composition
was partly already crystallized into a definite shape and
partly still fluid and amorphous, and by pointing out that
the similarities are chiefly found in the reported sayings of
Christ, which would naturally be preserved with special
care, whereas the divergences chiefly occur in the narrative
portions, where variation in the tradition would more
naturally exist.
,
Thus stated generally this explanation is extremely
plausible : when tested however by reference to particular
passages, it appears less satisfactory. One such passage I
propose to examine, which, if my views are· correct, cannot
be explained on the hypothesis of a purely oral tradition.
The problem thus limited admits of much easier examination, without however losing any of its interest : if, in a
single instance, it can be shown that a common 1oritten
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document underlies the text of the three Evangelists, then
amid the quicksands of controversy we obtain at any rate
one solid point of rock as a foundation for future work of
enduring sta~bility. That the view which I take of the
passage, which I propose to consider, is certainly right, I
do not assert; but I unhesitatingly hold that the point
raised is of crucial importance and therefore deserving of
the attention of scholars.
·
The passage itself is this, the text used being that of
Westcott and Hort :
•orav S€ rs'YJT€ TO (38f.A.vytta T~<; EPTJfLWU'£W<; (U'TTJKOTO. O'lr'OV oll Set',
b dvaytVWU'KWV voe{rw, TOT£ o1 EV Tfj 'Iov8a{t.t cpwyf.rwua.v d<; Ta opTJ.Mark xiii. 14.
qOrav o~v tST}T£ TO (38f.'Avytta T~<; EPTJfLWU'£W<; TO p'Y]Of:v Sta aavt~A
ToV "lf'pocjl~rov £crT0s £v T67r<f! Uyl<::>, 0 &.vaytvWCTKwv vo(lrw, T6T€ ot iv ry}
'IovSaitt cpevyeTWU'O.V ei<; Ta opTJ.-Matt. xxiv. 15, 16.
qOra.v 8~ lSTJu KVKAOVfLEVTJV il1ro uTpaTo7rf.Swv 'I£povuaA~fL, ToT£ yvwu
on ~'Y'YLKEV ~ ep~fLWU'L<; av~<;. TOT£ OL EV Tfj 'IovSa{t.t cpwyeTWU'aV d<; Ta
opTJ·-Luke xxi. 20, 21.

It is plain here that, whatever were the ipsissima ve1·ba.
of Christ, it is the same utterance which is being reproduced by the three Evangelists, for, apart from the unity of
the context in which the passage occurs, the opening words,
l5Tav t07JTe, and the concluding words, ToT~: • . • op7J, are
identical in all three. Further, it is plain with regard to
this utterance, of which we have thus a triple record, that
. the central portion exhibits very great similarity in Mark
and Matthew and very great divergence in Luke.
Now, in examining this triple record, the principle so commonly used in criticism, that whatever is hard to explain
is more likely to be original than what is easy, may undoubtedly be applied ; and the words of Mark and Matthew
may be accepted as more original than those of Luke, for it
is impossible to understand how the very clear and simple
language of Luke could, if original, have been altered into
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the extremely obscure language of Mark and Matthew.
The central portion therefore of Luke may be considered
as an explanatory paraphrase, given by him of certain words
in the original authority employed by him, which he knew
would be unintelligible to his readers. That he did however possess the original tradition in the same form with
Mark and Matthew is fairly deducible from his use of the
word lprn.twuewr;, and perhaps from his curious use of "fVWTE
compared With o aVa"ftVWITielllV vodTw, 1
The problem is thus narrowed to a consideration of the
central portion as presented by Mark and Matthew. The
words which have to be examined are these :
T6 (38iA.vyJLa T~S lp'YJJLWrT€WS lrTT'YJK6TU 071'0V o1J 8£'t, lJ avaytVWO'KWI'
vodTw (MARK).
T6 (38iA.vyJLa T~s lp'YJJLWCJ'£W~ T6 p'YJO'Ev 8ta ~avt~A. Tov 7rpocp~TOt',
£uTt'Js (v T671'C(" ay{<p, lJ avaytVWO'KWV VO£LTW (MATTHEW).

Now in these words, the first point which strikes the
mind is the great strangeness and difficulty of the phrase
TO fio. . . . oei in Mark. Bearing in mind the great
accuracy (a~ept/3wr; e"/pa'frev, Papias) which Mark exhibits
throughout his Gospel, and the law of preferring the more
difficult, there is certainly a prima facie case for supposing
that Mark here more closely represents the original
authority, and this view is remarkably strengthened by the
peculiar character of the additional words, To p1J8€v ota
Aavt~X Tov 7rpocf>~Tov, found in Matthew; for the definite
reference to prophecy is especially characteristic of Matthew, and the particular form of expression, ou:l; A. TOU
1rpocp~Tov is only found in his of the three Gospels. It
seems reasonable therefore to infer that the words To p1]8€v
I It may be noted in passing, that we have here a very valuable indication of
Luke's method of dealing with his materials; and that, although his explanation
is clearly ex post facto, and must have been written after the siege of Jerusalem,
yet this very fact also clearly suggests the inference that the text of Mark and
Matthew is antecedent to that event-an inference of the highest value.
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are an addition made by Matthew to the
original, and that in conformity with them he has preferred,
instead Of the ObSCUre 07T'OU OU 0€£, to write EV T07T'rp a"fLrp;
for the passage or passages in Daniel (ix. 27, xii. 11), to
which he distinctly refers his readers, though extremely
ambiguous in other respects, do at any rate connect " the
abomination of desolation" with sacrifice and offerings, and
so with a" holy place," probably the Temple.
Let us proceed then on the supposition that Mark here
most closely represents the original tradition. And, although
we call this a supposition, let it be remembered that it
approximates very closely to a certainty ; for the language
of the three writers, partly divergent and partly identical,
does present a problem of which some solution must exist;
and in seeking for that solution it is absolutely necessary
to regard the words of one of the three as more closely
representing the words actually spoken than those of the
other two. The choice must be made, and, whereas the
argument which gives the preference to Mark only involves
assumptions which are reasonable and in accordance with
the ordinary laws of criticism, on the other hand, any
argument used to support the greater closeness to the
original of either Matthew or Luke is at once confronted
with the insoluble problem of accounting for the development of Mark's striking and difficult words from an original
so comparatively simple as the words of Matthew, or r;o
absolutely simple as those of Luke.
Now in the passage as given in Mark, after the obscurity
of the words To {3o. • • . o~:t:, the second point which
strikes the attention is the very remarkable and unique
parenthesis, o aVa"ftYW(T/CWV vo~:£nJJ, and it is this parenthesis
which we are now at last fairly in a position to consider.
In the first place, it is certain that ava"ftVWU/C(JJ means
"to read," "to peruse a written document" (cf. Eph. iii. 4,
Ka8wc; 7rpohpaya €v (/A{"frp, 7rpo<; 0 OvvauB~: ava"ftVWotli Ll. Tou 7rpo<f>.
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U/COYTE'>

vo-Y]ucr.t T~V uuveutv

iWV;

Acts viii. 30,

~.pa '}'E

"f£VWU/Cetr; & avarytVWUICEtr;), and that the parenthesis is an

instruction or warning to the person reading the words
which precede to endeavour to form a definite mental conception of their meaning. It is clear, in the second place,
that in Mark, if these words are assumed to form part of
our Lord's utterance, there is no mention whatever of
any written document to which they can naturally refer ..
In Matthew it might perhaps be urged that the reference
to Daniel makes the use of avarywwuKrov by Christ Himself just possibl~, though I?Ven there such an appeal to
the reader of what was spoken by Daniel would be very
strange, and the introduction of such a remarkable paren•
thesis into our Lord's words is extremely harsh and
Unnatural (see Weiss in Meyer's Kornrnentar, aclloc.). In
Mark however it seems quite impossible to believe that our
Lord, after using the words "abomination of desolation,"
should, without in any way referring to them as forming
part of a written document or "scripture," insert a paren•
thesis urging any one who read them to endeavour to
understand them. Such an appeal to " readers " is more•
over quite opposed to the continual and invariable appeal
to "hearers" in our Lord's discourses; and further, the
appeal, if made by Christ, is made in a form the direct
reverse of what would naturally be expected: appeals, in•
junctions, warnings, are usually directly personal in form;
yet in this case we must assume that Christ turns aside
from the four disciples, whom He is addressing privately
("aT' lUav), and whom He addresses throughout as" you,';
and suddenly inserts words of general warning addressed tCI
"any one that readeth;'' 1 Such a supposition is incon~
ceivable.
We are now left face td face with these wbrds as forining
a parenthesis inserted by some one into our Lord's words,
1

The use of the article is well known, cf. o{lotfMtwlos,

obrtdw, etc.
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and found so inserted in exactly the same place in both
Mark and Matthew. Of this phenomenon there are only
five possible explanations: (1) that each writer inserted the
parenthesis independently, proprio motu; (2); that the
words are a gloss ; (3) that Mark borrowed from Matthew;
(4) that Matthew borrowed from Mark; (5) that Mark and
Matthew both employed a common document. The first
is the view of Bengel; but, if correct, the coincidence is so
astounding as probably to be unique in literature. The
second is suggested by Alford, but rests on no shadow of
evidence. The third may be dismissed unhesitatingly, and
the fourth with almost equal confidence, for reasons which
lire well known and may be found in Alford's Introduction
to his Commentary on the Gospels. The fifth solution is
one which presents no reasonable difficulty, and would, in
dealing with any other than biblical writings, be, I believe,
at once accepted.
.
!t is well known that the early Christiam attached, and
tightly attached, a pre·eminent importance to the utterances of our Lord ("Aory{a twptatai); and it is, to say the least,
highly probable that these utterances were at a very early
period comtnitted to writing. It is at any rate certain that;
wheh Luke's Gospel was written, there already existed
many "narratives" (Bt'1]ry~uet~) "drawn up in order," which
recorded the words and works of our Lord, which Luke
regards as similar in character to his own Gospel (€ooEe
tctzt €p,o£), and which can hardly have been other than
written. There being therefore no antecedent improbability, but rather considerable probability, in the very early
existence of written documents embodying, to various extents and doubtless in somewhat diverging forms, the oral
tradition of our Lord's discourses, what right or reason have
we to look with suspicion on the evidence which the text
bf the three Evangelists here affords of the existence of a
document containing the present passage, and which was
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employed by them all in writing their Gospels? Surely~ on
the contrary, to be brought face to face with a document
which existed before any of the Gospels is something· of
surpassing interest and importance. Every step which
brings us closer to the central figure of Christianity is an
immense gain. It cannot be ours to hear the living voice
of Him who "spake as never man spake" ; but, amid much
that is perplexing and obscure, there is, if we will but see
it with our eyes, much that-like the present passage-we
may rightly and reasonably accept as presenting us with a
record of the actual words of Christ, as they were accepted
and recorded by His followers at a time when those
followers were still taught by His own immediate disciples,
and when therefore the accepted tradition may fairly be
considered accurate and authentic.
THOMAS ETHELBERT PAGE.

THE EPISTLE TO PHILEMON.

V.
"For perhaps he was therefore parted from thee for a season, that thou
shouldest have him for ever; no longer as a servant, but more than a servant,
a brother beloved1 sp'ecllllly to me, but how much rather to thee, both in the
flesh and in the Lord. If then thou countest me a partner, receive him as
myself. But if he bath wronged thee at all, or oweth thee aught, put that to
mine account ; I Paul write it with mine own hand, I will repay it: that I say
not unto thee how that thou owest to me even thine own self besides."PHILE~r. 15-19 (Rev. Ver.).

THE first words of these verses are connected with the preceding by the "for" at the beginning; that is to say, the
thought that possibly the Divine purpose in permitting
the flight of Onesimus was his restoration, in eternal and
holy relationship, to Philemon was Paul's reason for not
carrying out his wish .to keep Onesimus as his own attendant and helper. " I did not decide, though I very much

